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ABSTRACT. In the presence of adhesion and under certain conditions a micro-

sphere will be captured during a low speed impact with a substrate. The sensitivity
( )of the capture velocity the largest initial normal velocity at which capture occurs

to � ve physical factors is analyzed in this paper. The factors are the Hertzian
stiffness, Dupre surface energy, the microsphere radius, a damping coef� cientÂ
associated with adhesion dissipation, and one associated with material dissipation.
The sensitivity is determined by examining the effects of the factors on the capture
velocity using a two-level, fractional factorial design layout. Capture velocities are
determined using analytical models. Results indicate that the Dupre surface energyÂ
and the microsphere radius by far play the greatest role in the capture process.
The Hertzian stiffness and the dissipation coef� cient associated with adhesion
affect capture to a lesser extent; an interaction of the surface energy and the
adhesion energy dissipation can also play a small role.

INTRODUCTION
(When microparticles particles in the nomi-

)nal size range from about 1 m m to 100 m m

with an initial normal velocity move into

contact with other particles or a surface
( )substrate , they are subject to a variety of
special contact forces. These include elec-

trostatic , capillary, contact potential , gravi-

tational, and van der Waals forces. Adhe-

sion, primarily the van der Waals force , is

the result of molecular attraction across

the contact interface. It is the force consid-
ered in this paper. Although a great deal is

known about microparticle contact forces,

many questions still remain. The van der

Waals force is known to interact with and
(be in¯ uenced by body deformations Israe-

)lachvili 1985 . From the static, particle-

surface interaction studies of Derjaguin et
( ) ( )al. DMT; 1975 , Johnson et al. JKR; 1971

and others, it is known that the force acts

as an attraction force distributed in proxim-

ity to the periphery of and in equilibrium

with a compressive force distributed within

the contact area. The distributed compres-
sive force usually is modeled using Hertzian

( )mechanics. Johnson and Pollock 1994 in-

dicate that adhesion is irreversible and

bidirectional with considerably more work

needed to separate a particle from a sur-

face than the work of attraction. Experi-
( )ments by Horn et al. 1987 provide experi-

mental con® rmation and illustrations of this

behavior. Among behavior not well known
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is the nature of how tangential contact

forces, namely the friction, combine with

van der Waals force and whether or not

models such as the Amontons ] Coulomb

law are appropriate. Also not well known is

the dynamic behavior of the adhesion pro-

cess, particularly energy dissipation associ-

ated with these forces during impact. Other

unknowns include a lack of knowledge of

material propertie s of microparticles as in-

¯ uenced by size effects and by high strain

rates. Finally, direct observation and mea-

surements of displacements, forces, stresses,

and deformations during impact currently

are practically impossible .

It is well known that microparticles can

attach to other particles and r or surfaces

during low speed impact, a process referred

to as capture. Unfortunate ly, the conditions

of dynamic attachment cannot be measured

directly because most experimental mea-

surements are designed to measure and

compare approach and rebound kinematics.

If rebound doesn’t occur, most instruments

and measurement schemes are ineffective.

So attachment conditions often are extrap-

olated from measurements at initial veloci-

ties as near as possible to capture. Al-

though dif® cult experimentally, modeling of

capture can be done relatively easily with

the use of analytical models of the impact

process. In this paper, two such analytical

models and a curve ® tting procedure to
(extrapolate to capture conditions see Brach

)and Dunn 1995 are used to relate capture

to the physical parameters of the impact

and adhesion processes. The analytical

models have been validated experimentally

and some values of the models’ parameters

are based on experimental data. Using these

models together with methods from the
( )design of experiments DOE , this paper

examines the sensitivity of the capture pro-

cess to the impact and adhesion process

parameters.

A few comments are made here for the

bene® t of readers unfamiliar with the DOE.

An analogy can be drawn to the method of
least squares and statistical regression analy-
sis. The method of least squares can be

used as a curve ® tting technique without

reference to any statistical properties of the

points forming the curve. On the other

hand, with knowledge of the statistical

properties of the distribution of the points ,

statistical tests can be applied and infer-

ences drawn using methods of regression

analysis. Likewise , DOE can be viewed sim-

ply as a scheme or approach for systemati-

cally and ef® ciently laying out a set of ex-

periments, in this paper, `̀ computer experi-

ments.’ ’ It is a linear, orthogonal , multidi-

mensional model of the response contrasts

that reveals the relative importance of the

parameters that control the measured re-

sponse , here , the capture velocity computed

from analytical models. On the other hand,

if the statistical properties of the input data

are taken into account, tests of the signi® -

cance and inferences can be drawn. This is

not done in this paper; no hypothesis test-

ing is done and no statistical inferences are

made. Conclusions from the results of the

application of the DOE are made only

about the relative importance of the vari-

ous process factors.

Brie¯ y, the procedure followed is ® rst to

identify the most important physical quan-

tities associated with microparticle impact
(process. These material stiffness, surface

energy, microsphere radius, and two dissi-
)pation constants are treated as factors that

( )control the response capture velocity . Be-

cause of the availability of experimental
( )data Li et al. 1999 and Dunn et al. 1995 ,

the factor values correspond to stainless

steel microsphere s and a silicon surface

and their ranges are chosen to represent

realistic variations. According to the DOE

the response is calculated for combinations
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of high and low values of the factors based

on a fractional factorial layout. The results

are then analyzed using the linear, orthogo-

nal DOE response-factor relationships to

assess the relative importance of the fac-

tors on controlling the response . This is

done for high and low levels of the factors

chosen on the basis of two criteria. The

® rst attempts to estimate realistic variations

as encountered in experimental measure-

ments and theoretical determination of the

nominal values of the factors. The other is

a uniform percentage variation about the

nominal values.

IMPACT MODELS
Despite an incomplete knowledge of the

impact and capture process, two fairly ef-

fective engineering models of the impact

process have been developed by Brach and
( )Dunn 1995 . The ® rst is a simulation

model. To the authors’ knowledge , this is

the only model of microsphere impact that

can predict capture , that speci® cally intro-

duces dissipation due to the adhesion pro-
(cess as opposed to attributing all energy

)loss to plastic deformation in the materials ,

and that explicitly contains the factors listed

above. This model uses a line attraction

force , 2 p af , distributed around the pe-0

riphery of a circular contact region to rep-

resent the van der Waals force , where a is

the dynamic contact radius and f is the0

adhesion force per unit length. Hertzian

mechanics and velocity dependent material

and adhesion dissipation are combined to

develop a hysteresis-type force throughout

an impact cycle. All of the microparticle

and process parameters are calculated from

known physical processes except the dy-

namic dissipation constants z and z .A H

These are determined by matching the sim-

ulation to experimental results. Once de-

termined, these are held ® xed and the sim-

ulation predicts rebound and capture for all

other values of the physical process param-
eters. The model itself is a system of ordi-

nary differential equations of motion of a

microsphere integrated numerically to pro-

duce displacement , velocities, and forces.

The second model developed by Brach
( )and Dunn 1995 is based on rigid body

impact theory and is referred to as a rigid
body impact model. This is an algebraic

model that uses coef® cients to represent

the material and adhesion process behav-

ior. The coef® cients are the coef® cient of

restitution, R , de® ned in the absence of

adhesion, an overall coef® cient of restitu-
tion, e, in the presence of adhesion, an

adhesion coef® cient, r , and a tangential

impulse ratio coef® cient.1 The coef® cients

and the capture velocity are dependent on

the system parameters and the initial nor-

mal velocity. The dependence of the overall
coef® cient of restitution and the capture

velocity, v , on the initial velocity is repre-c

sented by a set of algebraic equations whose

constants are determined by ® tting impact

response data. These � tted equations are
based on these coef® cients and are used

with the rigid body model to predict micro-

sphere impact and capture velocity.

In this paper, the two models and the

® tted equations are combined through the

following sequence to calculate the capture
velocity for the chosen factor values for the

DOE sensitivity study:

1. experimental data is used to determine

the dissipation coef® cients z and z ofA H

the simulation model ,

2. the simulation model is used to deter-

mine the impact behavior over a wide

range of initial conditions ,

3. the simulation results are used to deter-

mine the constants of the ® tted equa-

1
The impulse ratio coef® cient is not used here be-

( )cause only normal not oblique collisions are consid-
ered.
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tions of the rigid body model, including

the capture velocity.

CALCULATION OF FACTOR LEVELS
AND CAPTURE VELOCITIES
Five basic factors are selected from the

process of impact with adhesion. These ® ve
(which are dependent on the other physical

)parameters listed in the Nomenclature are

the microsphere radius, r , the Hertzian

stiffness , K , the Dupre surface energy, w ,Â A

the damping constant, z , associated withA

adhesion energy dissipation, and the damp-

ing constant , z , associated with materialH

energy dissipation. An analysis using the
( )DOE approach see Guttman et al. 1982

requires that each factor be assigned low
( )and high values y r q . The capture ve-

locity is calculated from simulations of the

impact process for the low and high fac-

tor combinations. Finally, the signi® cance

of each factor is estimated and all are

compared.

Although the DOE itself is not necessar-
(ily a statistical model, input quantities fac-

)tors have a statistical basis and statistics

plays a role in interpreting the output. Val-

ues of the factors now are computed that

generally correspond to microsphere and

substrate materials used in experiments by
( )Li et al. 1999 . It is assumed that these

factors are random variables and possess a

statistical distribution that can be approxi-

mated as Gaussian with mean m and vari-

ance s 2. Each nominal value is treated as

the mean, and variations are estimated and

used to approximate the variance. Varia-
(tions of some factors such as the distribu-

)tion of particle radii are representative of

an experimentally sampled statistical distri-
(bution. In other cases such as the Hertzian

)stiffness , the range of factor values repre-

sents uncertainty in the physical properties

of the materials. Two sets of low and high

values of the factors are determined. The

® rst is referred to as realistic variations and
(corresponds to " 1 s one standard devia-

)tion of the assumed distributions of the

factors. The second is a set of uniform
variations of " 5% of the nominal values.

Each of these two sets then is subjected to

a sensitivity analysis based on the DOE. A
detailed description of the determination of

what are referred to as the realistic varia-

tions is now given.

Hertzian Stiffness, K

The Hertzian stiffness is determined from

the following equation:

4
( )K s , 1

( )3p k qk1 2

( 2 ) ( )where k s 1 y n r p E . For the experi-i i i
(mental results , the microspheres material

)i s 1 are made of type 316 stainless steel.

Young’s modulus varies from 190 to 210
GPa and Poisson’ s ratio from 0.27 to 0.30
( )Gere and Timoshenko 1990 . The sub-

( )strate surface material i s 2 is cut from a

silicon wafer. Its Young’ s modulus varies

with crystal orientation and typically can

range from 130 to 169 GPa and Poisson’ s
(ratio ranges from 0.20 to 0.36 Wortman

)and Evans 1965 . These variations of physi-

cal constants and Equation 1 produce an
( 2 )estimated Gaussian distribution N m , sK K

( )s N 124.6, 28.1 , and a variation of one

standard deviation is " s s " 5.3 GPa. SoK

the experimental low and high values of K
are 119.4 and 130.0 and the uniform low

and the values of K are 118.5 and 130.9

GPa.

The Dupre Surface Energy, wÂ A

The next factor to be estimated is the DupreÂ
surface energy. In the simulation, the adhe-

sion force , F , is modeled as a ring forceadh
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around the contact periphery

( )F s 2 p af , 2adh 0

where f is the adhesion force per unit0

length and a is the instantaneous contact

radius. From the equation of motion along
(the normal direction Brach and Dunn

)1995 , at the equilibrium state , the adhe-

sion force must balance the Hertzian force ,

so

3 r 2Ö ( )r Kn s 2 p af , 30

where n is the normal displacement of the

mass center due to elastic deformation. Ac-

cording to Hertzian theory, the displace-

ment is related to the contact radius such
that n s a2 r r. Substituting this relation into

Equation 3 gives

2 ( )f s Ka r 2 p r. 40 eq

(From the derivation of JKR theory John-
)son et al. 1971 , the equilibrium contact

radius, a , iseq

3 2 ( )a s 6w p r r K , 5eq A

in which w is the Dupre surface energy.ÂA

Therefore , f becomes0

2 r 3 1 r 3( ) ( ) ( )f s 6w Kr r 8p . 60 A

Theoretically, the adhesion force per unit
length could easily be determined from

Equation 6 using the materials’ surface en-

ergy. Unfortunately, the Dupre surface en-Â
ergy is available for very few practical ma-

( )terials. However, according to Lee 1991 ,

( )w s F qF y F , 7A 1 2 1 ,2

where F and F are the surface free ener-1 2

gies of body 1 and body 2, respectively, and

F is the interfacial free energies. In prac-1,2

tice , g and g , the surface tensions of the1 2

two bodies and g , the interfacial energy,1,2

are used in place of the free energies, where

w f 2 g g . Consequently, the determi-ÖA 1 2

nation of the Dupre surface energy re-Â
quires values of the surface tension. Gilman
( )1960 has measured the surface energy for

several materials and proposed an empiri-

cal model to calculate the surface energy:

2
( ) ( ) ( )g s E r y a r p , 80 0

where y is the equilibrium lattice constant0

and a is the elastic range of the attractive0

force. A comprehensive table of the mea-

sured values of y , a , and surface energy is0 0

( )given by Buckley 1981 . According to
ÊBuckley, a for silicon is 1.17A and y is a0 0

variable of the crystal plane , varying from
Ê Êabout 2A to 3A. For stainless steel , no

measurements are available. The values of

a and y for stainless steel are estimated0 0

based on the measurements of other met-

als, such as Cu and Fe. The chosen value
Ê Êfor a ranges from 1.0A to 1.8A and y0 0

Ê Êranges from 2A to 3A. Then, using the high

and low values of the Young’s modulus for

both stainless steel and silicon as stated

above , the range of the surface energy g
for stainless steel becomes from 0.64 N r m
to 3.45 N r m and for silicon, from 0.60

N r m to 1.17 N r m. Thus, the Dupre sur-Â
face energy ranges from 1.24 N r m to 4.02

N r m. Again assuming that this represents

the " 3 s points of a Gaussian distribution ,

the mean and standard deviation of the
surface energy are m s 2.63 N r m and sw w

s 0.46 N r m.

The Microsphere Radius, r

The range of the microsphere radius is

determined from the measurements taken

by a phase Doppler particle analyzer of the
microspheres used in previous experimen-

tal work. A histogram of the radius mea-

surements is plotted in Figure 1. For the

DOE study, the average radius is m sr

33.0 m m and the standard deviation is s sr

8.0 m m.
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FIGURE 1. Sample distribution of stainless steel mi-
crospheres; radii are normalized to the distribution
standard deviation.

The Damping Coef� cient, z A and zi H

Two damping coef® cients are used in the

simulation model to represent energy dissi-

pation. One , z , is for adhesion dampingA
( )and another, z , for material HertzianH

damping. These two coef® cients are deter-
mined by matching experimental data at

low and high initial normal velocities, re-

(spectively. For a high initial velocity when
)adhesion dissipation is negligible , z is setA

to a value of zero and z is chosen byH

matching the experimental measured co-

ef® cient of restitution. With that value of

z , a value of z is then found by againH A

matching the coef® cient of restitution , but

now at a low initial velocity. By iteratively
repeating this process, a pair of nominal

values of z and z is found that matchesA H

the coef® cient of restitution over the desir-

able range of initial velocities. This process

and results for materials analyzed here are
( )described in Brach and Dunn 1998 . Ex-

perimental error bounds for the coef® cient

of restitution have been estimated at the

95% level of con® dence. These are used to

determine corresponding 95% statistical

distribution limits for the low and high val-

ues of coef® cients z and z . These distri-A H

butions give m s 630, s s 15, m s 5, andA A H

s s 2.5.H

A summary of the results of the above

estimations and the corresponding low and

high values of the realistic factor variations
is given in Table 1, along with the uniform

variations based on " 5% of the mean or

nominal values.

Approach to Determine the Capture
Velocity, vc

For each combination of factor values, co-

ef® cients of restitution are calculated for
impacts over a range of initial normal ve-

locities of 0 to 1.6 m r s. Then a curve ® tting

TABLE 1. The two sets of low and high values of the 5 factors.

Realistic Variations Uniform

Factor Low rrrrr High Value % Low rrrrr High Value %

2 2A Hertzian stiffness, K 119.4 r 130.0,N r m " 4.3% 118.5 r 130.9, N r m " 5%

B Dupre surface energy, w 2.17 r 3.09, N r m " 17.5% 2.50 r 2.75, N r m " 5%Â A

C microsphere radius, r 25.0 r 41.0, m m " 24.2% 31.35 r 34.65, m m " 5%

D damping coef® cient, z 615 r 645 " 2.4% 598.5 r 661.5 " 5%A

E damping coef® cient, z 2.5 r 7.5 " 50.0% 4.75 r 5.25 " 5%H
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procedure is used to determine the capture
velocity. The rigid body model relates the

impact coef® cients through the equation
( )e s R 1 y r . The corresponding equation

with ® tted constants k , k , and v is given1 2 c
( )by Brach et al. 1998 as

( )e s R 1 y r

k k1 2
( )s 1 y , 9( )( )< <k q v k q v y v1 n 2 n c

where r and e are highly dependent on the

initial velocity, v . The constants v , k ,n c 1

and k are determined using a nonlinear2

least-squares ® tting procedure. A typical
plot of the curve ® tting is shown in Figure

2. Note from Equation 9 that when v s v ,n c

r s 1 and e s 0.

CAPTURE VELOCITIES AND RESULTS
OF THE SIMULATION
Table 2 shows the factor level combinations

and experimental layout for a 25 y 1 frac-

tional factorial design where , in the expo-
nent, 5 represents the number of factors

( )and 1 is the factorial fraction. The y r q
(signs represent the corresponding low r

)high levels of each factor value from Table

1. Data collected according to such a facto-

rial scheme allows the ef® cient calculation,

TABLE 2. Fractional factorial layout.

Response Values

Realistic Uniform
Factors v vc c

A B C D E m rrrrr s m rrrrr s

y y y y q 0.145 0.139

q y y y y 0.150 0.127

y q y y y 0.262 0.154

q q y y q 0.250 0.143

y y q y y 0.077 0.122

q y q y q 0.073 0.119

y q q y q 0.177 0.138

q q q y y 0.166 0.126

y y y q y 0.158 0.144

q y y q q 0.148 0.135

y q y q q 0.271 0.174

q q y q y 0.251 0.159

y y q q q 0.081 0.127

q y q q y 0.075 0.116

y q q q y 0.138 0.149

q q q q q 0.180 0.135

or estimation, of how the factors and their

interactions in¯ uence the response vari-

able. For the design used here , main ef-
(fects , ME, are calculated Guttman et al.

)1982 using the equation

5 y 121
( )ME s " v . 10p c i32 is 1

FIGURE 2. Experimental measure-
ments, B , of stainless steel micro-
spheres and a silicon substrate � t to
Equation 9. The capture velocity is
0.18 m rrrrr s.
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The " signs in Equation 10 are those

corresponding to the appropriate column in

Table 2 for each single effect , A , B ,. . . , E
and the interactions. For example , the main

effect of A for the case of realistic varia-
(tions is ME s y 0.145 q 0.150 y 0.262A

)q . . . q0.180 r 8 s y 0.002 or y 0.2%. Be-

cause fractional factorial designs are used

here , the main effects of the factors and

the factor interactions are aliased or con-

founded. An inherent assumption is that

the effects of the high order interactions
(the interactions between combinations of

)3 or more of the 5 factors are negligible or

insigni® cant. Furthermore , if the controlled

variations of a number of factors produce

no signi® cant effects on the capture veloc-

ity, the main effect calculated from Equa-

tion 10 of those factors tend collectively to

behave as a small random error. On the

other hand, if a factor’s variations signi® -

cantly affect the capture velocity, its main

effect will stand out from the others. Con-

sequently, the signi® cance of the individual

factors and lower order interactions can be

determined by plotting the main effects and

interactions of the factors against normal

probability coordinates. So the main ef-

fects, such as the y 0.2% for factor A
( )Hertzian stiffness as calculated above , are

plotted along the abscissa in Figures 3 and

4. The probability coordinates for the ordi-

nate values are computed using a formula

based on order statistics as described in
( )Guttman et al. 1982 . Those points that

stand out, away from the random variations

near a normal probability line , indicate sig-

ni® cant factors. The relative distance from

the line indicates the relative signi® cance

of the factor.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
When the factor effects from a fractional

factorial are plotted on normal probability

paper, they form a pattern. Those effects

FIGURE 3. Values of the main effects for realistic
variations.

FIGURE 4. Values of the main effects for uniform
variations.
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( )that play a relatively insigni® cant role in

in¯ uencing the response typically behave as

`̀ random error,’ ’ often with an approxi-
( )mately normal distribution straight line .

Factors to which the response variable is

highly sensitive are not randomly dis-

tributed and stand out. A question that

arises is why should the insigni® cant effects

exhibit a normally distributed random be-

havior when calculations are from a theo-

retical simulation? There are at least two

reasons. First of all, the extrapolation pro-
( )cess as described above used to estimate

v is not exact and introduces variations.c

Second, this is a fractional factorial design

and so the insigni® cant effects, including

high order interactions, are confounded and

this confounding is likely to be irregular or

random.

Figure 3 shows the main effects of the

realistic variations and readily indicates that

all but two of the effects are insigni® cant.

The two are B , the Dupre surface energy,Â
and C , the microsphere radius. In essence

( )this means that the y r q levels of the

radius and the Dupre energy had an over-Â
whelming in¯ uence on the capture velocity

compared to the changes of the other 3

factors, and to all interactions. For exam-

ple , the change in Hertzian stiffness from

119.4 to 130.0 has little or no effect in

in¯ uencing the capture velocity compared

to the change of 25 m m to 41 m m in the

radius. It is rather clear that w and r areA

not only the most signi® cant factors in in-

¯ uencing the capture velocity but also that

they totally outweigh the others. Note also

that the signs of the effects indicate the

`̀direction’ ’ of in¯ uence. The main effect

due to the radius, C , is negative, so the

capture velocity is inversely related to ra-

dius. The sign of the surface energy factor,

B , is positive , so the greater the energy, the

more likely capture will occur.

Figure 4 shows that for uniform percent-

age variations, other factors assume signif-

( )icance. Factors B Dupre surface energyÂ
( )and C microsphere radius remain domi-

( )nant, but A Hertzian stiffness and D
( )adhesion damping now show signi® cance.

In addition, the second order interaction,

BD, of the Dupre surface energy and adhe-Â
sion damping displays signi® cance.

Fractional factorial designs are known

for their ef® ciency, but they have a disad-
vantage in that the effects of the factors are

tied up, or confounded, with higher order

interactions. The results displayed in Fig-

ures 3 and 4 clearly show that all third- and
(fourth-order interactions as well as all but

)one second-order interaction are insignif-
icant. Consequently, it can be concluded

safely that for the ranges of variations of

the factors used in the study, capture is

controlled overwhelmingly by the particle

size and the Dupre surface energy. OtherÂ
factors such as the Hertzian stiffness and
the adhesion damping will be signi® cant,

particularly if the radius and Dupre energyÂ
remain relatively constant, but interactions

can be disregarded.

The research described in this article was supported in
(part by the Center for Indoor Air Research Contract No.

)96-06 and in part by the Electric Power Research Insti-
( )tute Contract No. RP 8034-03 .

NOMENCLATURE

a Hertzian contact radius, m;

a range of attractive force , m;0

d microsphere diameter, m;

E modulus of elasticity, Pa;

e overall, kinematic coef® cient of resti-

tution;

F speci® c surface free energy, J r m2 ;
( )f magnitude of van der Waals adhe-0

sion ring force , N r m;

K Hertzian elastic constant , N r m2 ;
( )k elastic constant sphere and surface ,i

m2 r N;
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m mass of the sphere , kg;
n normal displacement of the mass cen-

ter, m;

r Hertzian radius, m;

R kinematic coef® cient of restitution in

the absence of adhesion;

v capture velocity, m r s;c

v initial normal velocity, m r s;n

w Dupre surface energy*, J r m2 ;ÂA

y equilibrium lattice constant, m;0

g surface energy*, J r m2 ;

k constant in an empirical equation,
m r s;

m mean of a statistical distribution;

s standard deviation of a statistical dis-

tribution;

r adhesion impact coef® cient;
( )n Poisson’ s ratio sphere and barrier ;i

z nondimensional adhesion dissipationA

constant;

z nondimensional material dissipationH

constant.
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